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Kairos Phoenix Company, LLC (KPC), who acquired Genius Media, Inc. (GM) in November 2019, files this report for the Do No Harm (DNH) Collab. This report is a compressive overview of the revenues and costs for the DNH Collab and also discusses the overall performance of the Collab.
The DNH Collab was successful in achieving its stated goal, making the USA TodayBestseller List. The USA Today Bestseller List is generally regarded as an important benchmark of an author’s success. While other newspapers such as The New York Times and The Wall Street Journal now exclude Indie authors from the ability to make their bestseller lists, in 2019 USA Todayremains open all authors regardless of their publisher. For a participation fee of $750, every author in DNH Collab reached this USA Today Bestseller goal. Also, given the number of sales and downloads DNH Collab achieved, every author received consequential exposure in the literary marketplace as thousands of readers accessed DNH Collab as buyers or through Kindle Unlimited.
A careful reading of the DNH Collab contract is required to correctly interpret the reporting detailed herein. Each contract was identical – a sample DNH Contract is included in this report as a reference. KPC was bound by the terms and conditions as specified in this contract. KPC was not free to interpret the contract in any way other than its plainly stated language. KPC has confirmed that every author in the DNH Collab signed these Agreements (all signed Agreements are on file with KPC).
A review of the signed DNH contracts demonstrates that:
1. The fee each author paid was to “participate” in the DNH Collab. The $750 fee was paid directly to GM. This fee is ordinary income for GM. As stated in the contract, the fee was paid to “participate” in DNH Collab by the author and for no other purpose.
2. The term “net income” must be strictly defined. Net income is defined as revenues minus direct expenses – this is the most conservative interpretation of net income available and was therefore employed. Only expenses directly related to the formation and operation (promotion and publication expenses) of DNH Collab were included in this accounting.
3. The contractual period for DNH Collab was strictly defined in the contract. The Collab existed from its formation period and ended when DNH Collab was unpublished on September 30, 2019. Revenues and expenses post September 30, 2019 are irrelevant and cannot be included in this analysis and reporting.
4. According to the contract, all DNH Collab expenses are “determined exclusively by Genius Media”. Further, Genius Media was not allowed incur “promotion and publication” expenses above and beyond the total amount of fees paid. This provision was specifically and intentionally included in the contract language to avoid the possibility of a “cash call” – Genius Media asking authors to contribute more to DNH Collab to achieve the goal of making USA Today Bestseller status. No “cash call” was ever made in the DNH Collab.
5. GM was contractually entitled to take a management fee. Because expenses exceeded revenues, GM declined to take any management fee.
6. Since DNH Collab built upon its progress, i.e. the more pre-orders sold pre-release, the more eBooks sold post-release, the more milestones achieved (USA TodayBestseller Status, Amazon Bestseller status, etc.), an accrual method of accounting must be employed covering the life of the Collab to accurately report on financial activity.
DNH Worksheet
Revenues and Expenses

Revenues
Wide Sales: $866.74
Amazon Sales and KENP:
July 2019: $2,850.84
August 2019: $5,429.46
September 2019: $5,336.39
Total Revenue DNH: $14,483.43

Expenses
Book Promotion Platforms Purchased: $2,513.00
Social Media Advertising: $1,186.30
Labor Expenses:
(Formation through September 30, 2019)
Jordan Firth: $1,215.00
Cam Davis: $3,150.00
Wid Bastian: $7,050.00
Total Expenses DNH: $15,114.30

Notes:
1. All Amazon and Wide Sales printouts provided (attached to the email sent with this report).
2. Examples of Book Promotion Platforms and Social Media Advertising expense records provided (attached to the email sent with this report).
3. Time expense calculated at the following rates: Cam Davis @ $15 per hour, Jordan Firth @ $15 per hour, Wid Bastian @ $75 per hour. See attachment for further breakdown of time expenses.
4. Specific contract language prohibits KPC from substituting the term “proceeds” for “net income”. In the case of the charitable contributions, this “net income” language clearly prohibits KPC from distributing to the charities anything other than a portion of net income. Since there was no net income (either pre or post release) there is no income to distribute to any charity (or to the authors).
All records related to DNH Collab are kept in the offices of KPC in Utah. KPC’s mailing address is 41 East 400 North, #258, Logan, Utah, 84321. All inquiries related to the DNH Collab should be directed to this mailing address.
This report was generated in consultation with accounting and legal professionals as KPC determined to be appropriate. All records related to the DNH Collab will be retained by KPC for a reasonable period of time (at least one year).

